Face masks can be devastating for people with hearing loss

Innovation is urgently needed to ensure clear communication in medical settings
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The covid-19 pandemic has literally changed the face of medical care: clinicians, nurses, other staff, and patients are all wearing masks. We are trying to communicate while keeping the required distance apart. With masks covering the faces around us, we are unable to access the facial expressions and lip movements that are so vital to daily communication.

Masking is challenging for everyone, but it is especially difficult for people with hearing loss. Here we focus on how masks undermine speech communication for patients with hearing loss in medical care settings. Masks also create enormous challenges for members of the Deaf community who use sign language, clinicians with hearing loss, and other populations.

Communication between patient and clinician is at the heart of medical care. Even before masks became ubiquitous, people with hearing loss struggled to communicate in healthcare settings,1–3 and poor communication was the likely cause of their documented worse health outcomes.4,5 Spoken communication has always been especially challenging in emergency departments and hospital wards owing to high levels of noise and poor environmental engineering.6 Those challenges remain, but masks bring new barriers: in addition to blocking lip movements and facial expressions (which are so important when hearing is marginal), masks muffle the high frequency portions of sound that are essential to speech.7

How can we preserve communication with patients with hearing loss in this new masked world? The first step is awareness—we can be mindful that many patients will struggle to understand speech delivered through a mask. We should be especially alert to the possibility of hearing loss with older patients, as over two thirds of people over 70 have clinically significant loss.8 Second, basic steps can often improve communication. Face the patient, get their attention before speaking, speak reasonably slowly, raise the volume of our voices slightly, and always check for understanding. Non-response or an inappropriate response might be a sign of hearing difficulty.

Low tech aids such as white boards or yellow pads can be useful. Smartphones and tablets offer real time speech-to-text transcription—many apps now run with remarkable speed and accuracy, and some tech savvy patients are using them. Healthcare facilities might be required under law to provide speech-to-text transcription for patients needing it.9 10 For some patients, a handy facilitator of spoken communication is the personal amplifier, which consists of a microphone and an amplifier that feeds the conversational partner’s voice directly into the wearer’s ears through wired headphones or earbuds.

Personal amplifiers do not require customisation by a professional; simple volume and tuning controls allow for easy use, out of the box. They can be stocked with hospital supplies and cost around $60–$200 (£50–£160; €50–€180).

Face masks with clear windows could allow access to facial expressions and lip movements, but there are few manufacturers and supplies are low.11 Moreover, regulatory barriers to the use of clear masks remain in medical settings.12 Clearing these barriers is an urgent priority. Around the world, people with hearing loss, including those in the Deaf community, are fashioning their own clear masks.13 This will be an area for product innovation and activism in the future.

Virtual consultations are a potential solution for some patients. But many people with hearing loss, especially those with more severe loss, need captioning to understand speech delivered through online platforms. High quality real time speech-to-text captioning is offered for free on some platforms (such as Google Meet and Microsoft Teams), but other platforms (such as Zoom and FaceTime) lag behind.14 Free access to online captions is another priority for innovation and activism going forward.15

Clinicians and other staff with hearing loss face similar challenges to those enumerated here. Patients and healthcare workers who are members of the Deaf community and use sign language face the greatest obstacles with masking, since facial expressions and lip movements are fundamental components of sign language. In healthcare settings, remote (video) sign language interpretation services must be provided, or patients and interpreters should be allowed to remove masks. These issues should be resolved urgently as good healthcare outcomes depend on clear channels of communication, particularly during a lethal pandemic.

Face masks are likely to be a feature of patient care for a long time to come. In early June the World Health Organization noted that mask use in medical care settings introduces potential harms and risks that “should be carefully taken into account” when caring for members of several populations, including the deaf and hard of hearing community.16 Masking in healthcare will be an area of activism and practice innovation in the months to come. Adopting simple strategies can help maximise communication while innovation ramps up.
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